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Abstract
In this expository note, we give a simple conceptual proof of the Hirzebruch proportionality
principle for Pontrjagin numbers of non-positively curved locally symmetric spaces. We also es-
tablish (non)-vanishing results for Stiefel–Whitney and Pontrjagin numbers of (ﬁnite covers of) the
Gromov–Thurston examples of compact negatively curved manifolds. A byproduct of our argument
gives a constructive proof of a well-known result of Rohlin: every closed orientable 3-manifold
bounds orientably. We mention some geometric corollaries: a lower bound for degrees of covers
having tangential maps to the non-negatively curved duals and estimates for the complexity of some
representations of certain uniform lattices.
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1. Introduction
A well known result asserts that closed hyperbolic manifolds have zero Pontrjagin num-
bers. The standard argument for this consists of using the Hirzebruch proportionality prin-
ciple (see Appendix 1 in Hirzebruch [1]) for Pontrjagin numbers, and to observe that the
dual space (a sphere) has vanishing Pontrjagin numbers. This note originated in a desire to
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give a simple, conceptual proof of this proportionality principle, which we do in Section 3.
The main advantage of our approach lies in that the characteristic numbers are computed
via an actual map between the non-positively curved locally symmetric spaces and their
non-negatively curved duals.
Now recall that there is another well-known class of negatively curved closed manifolds
arising from the Gromov–Thurston construction [2] (see also the older construction of
Mostow–Siu [3]). These manifolds are ramiﬁed coverings of closed hyperbolic manifolds,
where the ramiﬁcation occurs over a totally geodesic, codimension two submanifold that
is null-homologous. Note that the behavior of characteristic numbers under ramiﬁed cov-
erings is unclear (though see the recent result of Izawa [4]). In Section 4, we show that the
Gromov–Thurstonmanifolds always have a ﬁnite cover that bounds orientably.A byproduct
of our argument also gives a very elementary (constructive!) proof of a result of Rohlin [5]:
every orientable closed 3-manifold bounds orientably. Finally, in Section 5, we point out
some corollaries of our main results. We conclude in Section 6 with some open questions.
2. Preliminaries
In this section, we brieﬂy remind the reader of the basics of the theory of vector bundles:
classifying spaces, characteristic classes, and characteristic numbers. We also include a
brief discussion of the manifolds we will be interested in, namely locally symmetric spaces
of non-compact type, as well as the Gromov–Thurston examples of manifolds of negative
curvature.
Given a smooth manifold M, a k-dimensional real vector bundle over the manifold M
is a space E, equipped with a map  : E → M with the property that each point pre-
image −1(x) is equipped with a real k-dimensional vector space structure. Furthermore,
the vector space operations are required to vary smoothly from ﬁber to ﬁber, and locally E
looks like a product with Rk . One can think of the space E as a smooth family of vector
spaces, parameterized by points in the base M. We say two vector bundles E1, E2 over M
are isomorphic provided there is a diffeomorphism  : E1 → E2 having the property that
2 ◦ = 1, and  restricts to a vector space isomorphism on each individual ﬁber.
The example which we will be working with is the tangent bundle TM to a smooth
manifold M, where at each point x ∈ M , the corresponding ﬁber is the tangent space TxM
toM through the point x. Recall that the tangent space to a point x is obtained by looking at all
smooth curves  ⊂ M having the property that (0)=x, modulo the equivalence relation of
having the same derivative in a ﬁxed smooth chart containing the point x. Another example
of a vector bundle comes from looking at the Grassmanian of k-planes in Rn, denoted by
Grnk . Recall that points in Gr
n
k correspond bijectively to k-planes in Rn, and hence there is
a canonical vector bundle Enk → Grnk , where the ﬁber over each point in Grnk is precisely
the corresponding k-plane in Rn. Now note that given any smooth map  : M1 → M2, and
given a vector bundle  : E → M2, one can form the pull-back bundle −1(E), deﬁned
to be the subset (x, v) ∈ M1 × E satisfying (x) = (v). There is an obvious map to
M1 given by projection on the ﬁrst factor, and for each x ∈ M1, the pre-image under this
map is a copy of the ﬁber −1((x)). For example, given any smooth manifold Mk , one
can ﬁnd a smooth embedding i of Mk in a suitably large Rn. This induces a natural map
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from i¯ : Mk → Grnk , assigning to each point x ∈ Mk the tangent space to i(M) at i(x);
since the latter is a k-plane in Rn, one can view it as a point in the Grassmanian Grnk . In
this situation, the pull-back of the canonical bundle Enk → Grnk under the map i¯ yields a
vector bundle i¯−1(Enk )) → Mk , which is isomorphic to the tangent bundle TMk . A map
f : M → N between smooth manifolds is said to be tangential provided the pullback
satisﬁes f−1(T N) = TM , where TN, TM are the tangent bundles to N, M, respectively.
Now the example described above is by no means exceptional. Indeed, a crucial fact
in bundle theory is the existence of a classifying space, namely a space Gr∞k (the Grass-
manian of k-planes in R∞), equipped with a canonically deﬁned k-dimensional vector
bundle E∞k → Gr∞k , having the property that isomorphism classes of k-dimensional vec-
tor bundles over a manifold M are in precise bijective correspondence with homotopy
classes of maps from M to Gr∞k . The correspondence is given by associating to a map
f : M → Gr∞k the pullback bundle f−1(E∞k ) → M . The wonderful consequence
of this result is that bundle theory reduces to homotopy theory. One concrete applica-
tion lies in the existence of characteristic classes: given an element  in the cohomology
Hi(Gr∞k ;) (where  is some coefﬁcient ring), one can associate to any k-dimensional
vector bundle over amanifoldM the cohomology classf ∗() ∈ Hi(M;), wheref : M →
Gr∞k is the map classifying the given vector bundle over X. Such a cohomology class is
called a characteristic class of the vector bundle, and gives an invariant of the vector bundle.
One can now focus on theZ2-coefﬁcients, in which case the cohomology ringH ∗(Gr∞k ;Z2)
is a free polynomial algebra over Z2, with one generator in each dimension (up to k). For a
k-dimensional real vector bundle E → M , the characteristic classes corresponding to the
generators of H ∗(Gr∞k ;Z2) are called the Stiefel–Whitney classes of the real vector bundle.
Now analogous to real vector bundles over a manifoldM, one can consider k-dimensional
complex vector bundles over M: one merely requires each of the ﬁbers of the map E → M
to have the structure of k-dimensional complex vector space. In this situation, the the-
ory still pushes through: one has a classifying space (the space Gr∞k (C) consisting of
k-dimensional complex vector subspaces in C∞), and hence one can deﬁne characteristic
classes. In the complex situation, workingwithZ-coefﬁcients, one sees that the cohomology
ring H ∗(Gr∞k (C);Z) is a free polynomial ring over Z, with one generator in every even di-
mension (up to 2k). For a k-dimensional complex vector bundle E → M , the characteristic
classes corresponding to the generators of H ∗(Gr∞k (C);Z) are called the Chern classes of
the complex vector bundle.
Finally, let us brieﬂy remind the reader of the deﬁnition of the Pontrjagin classes of a
real vector bundle. If one starts out with a k-dimensional real vector bundle E → M , we
can construct a k-dimensional complex vector bundle EC → M by complexifying each
ﬁber. Now the Chern classes of the complex vector bundle ci(EC) ∈ H 2i (M;Z) will be
invariants of the original bundle E → M . It is not too hard to see that the odd Chern
classes satisfy 2 · c2i+1(EC) = 0 ∈ H 4i+2(M;Z), and hence are not too interesting (since
they always have order two). Focusing on the even dimensional Chern classes, we deﬁne
the Pontrjagin classes to be pi(E) = (−1)ic2i (EC) ∈ H 4i (M;Z) (the coefﬁcient (−1)i is
chosen to simplify certain formulas involving Pontrjagin classes).
Now for a compact smooth manifold M, the characteristic classes of M will be deﬁned to
be the corresponding characteristic classes ofTM, the tangent bundle ofM.We can nowmake
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sense of the Stiefel–Whitney and Pontrjagin classes of a manifoldM. Note that for any man-
ifoldM, the top dimensional homology classHn(M;Z2) contains a single non-zero element
[M], called the fundamental class of the manifold M. Given a product of Stiefel–Whitney
classes that lies in Hn(M;Z2), we can deﬁne the corresponding Stiefel–Whitney number
of M by evaluating the cohomology class on [M]; this yields an element in Z2. Likewise,
if M is oriented, the orientation determines a generator [M] for Hn(M;Z)Z, and given
a product of Pontrjagin classes lying in Hn(M;Z), one can deﬁne the corresponding Pon-
trjagin number of M by evaluating the cohomology class on [M] (giving us an element
in Z). For more details on characteristic classes, we refer the reader to the classic text by
Milnor–Stasheff [6].
We now turn our attention to the manifolds whose characteristic classes we will be
computing. The ﬁrst types of manifolds we will be considering are irreducible, closed, non-
positively curved locally symmetric spaces. These spaces are obtained by the following
procedure: start with G a non-compact semi-simple Lie group having trivial center, and
let K be a maximal compact subgroup (such a subgroup is unique up to conjugacy). One
can consider the coset space G/K which has a natural smooth manifold structure. The
tangent space at the coset eK containing the identity e can be identiﬁed with a subspace
T of the Lie algebra g of G. On the Lie algebra, the Killing form deﬁnes a quadratic form
having the property that it is positive deﬁnite when restricted to T, and hence deﬁnes an
inner product on the tangent space TeK(G/K) at the distinguished point eK. Using the left
multiplication, one can push-forward this inner product, obtaining a canonical Riemannian
metric on G/K . An explicit computation shows that the resulting Riemannian metric has
non-positive sectional curvature. Now if G is a torsion-free uniform lattice in G (i.e. a
discrete, cocompact subgroup of G), we have a natural isometric -action on G/K given
by left multiplication. The spaces we are interested in arise as quotients \G/K: these
are compact manifolds equipped with a Riemannian metric of non-positive curvature, and
indeed are the main examples of such manifolds. We refer the reader to Helgason’s book
[7] for more information on these Riemannian manifolds.
The other well-known family of compact negatively curved Riemannian manifolds were
constructed by Gromov–Thurston [2]. Their construction starts from an oriented
n-dimensional hyperbolic manifold, that is to say, a manifold of the form M = \G/K ,
where G = SO(n, 1), K = SO(n), and SO(n, 1) a torsion-free uniform lattice. Fur-
thermore, one assumes that the manifold Mn contains a totally geodesic codimension two
submanifold Nn−2 (such a submanifold is itself a hyperbolic manifold), which is homo-
logically trivial, i.e. [Nn−2] = 0 ∈ Hn−2(Mn;Z). They then proceed to take an oriented
cyclic ramiﬁed cover M¯ of Mn, ramiﬁed over the submanifold Nn−2 (see Section 4 for a
discussion of such ramiﬁed covers). The cover M¯ comes equippedwith amapp : M¯ → Mn
having the property that it is a diffeomorphism when restricted to the pre-image of Nn−2,
and away from that submanifold, it is a cyclic covering. Note that there is a natural (not
complete) Riemannian metric on M¯ − p−1(Nn−2). Gromov–Thurston showed that this
Riemannian metric can be “smoothed out” near the subset p−1(Nn−2) to a Riemannian
metric which still has strict negative sectional curvature. Their smoothing argument relies
on the fact that the singular submanifold p−1(Nn−2) has codimension two in M¯ . In fact,
the “smoothing” question while preserving negative (or non-positive) curvature becomes
much more delicate for higher codimension singular subsets, and is known to fail in certain
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cases (see Davis–Januszkiewicz[8]). Gromov–Thurston then proceeded to show that, pro-
vided the ramiﬁed covering has high enough degree, these give genuinely new examples of
manifolds of strict negative curvature, i.e. that the manifolds M¯ are topologically distinct
from the locally symmetric examples we discussed earlier. In Section 4, we will exhibit a
vanishing result for the Pontrjagin numbers of the Gromov–Thurston examples.
3. Characteristic numbers of locally symmetric spaces
Let us start by recalling the construction of the non-negatively curved dual space associ-
ated to any non-positively curved closed locally symmetric space. If G is a real Lie group,
K its maximal compact subgroup, we let GC = G ⊗ C be the complexiﬁcation of G and
GU the maximal compact subgroup of GC . The factor spaces G/K and MU = GU/K are
called dual symmetric spaces [9]. By abuse of language, if  is a uniform lattice in G, we
will still say that M := \G/K and MU are dual spaces. In [9], Okun showed that if Mn
is a non-positively curved closed locally symmetric space, then there is a tangential map
from some ﬁnite cover M¯n to the dual symmetric space. We start by showing the following
easy lemma.
Lemma 1. Assume f : M −→ N is a tangential map between two n-dimensional mani-
folds. Then
• pI (M) = ± deg(f ) · pI (N) ∈ Z,
• swI (M) = deg(f ) · swI (N) ∈ Z/2Z,
where pI , swI denote the Pontrjagin and Stiefel–Whitney numbers associated to a product
of Pontrjagin or Stiefel–Whitney classes.
Proof. Since the map is tangential, the pullbacks of Pontrjagin classes (respectively, Stiefel
–Whitney classes) of N yield the corresponding classes for M. If we denote by 	I (N) a
product of Pontrjagin classes, we have f ∗(	I (N)) = 	I (M). Likewise, if 
I (N) denotes a
product of Stiefel–Whitney classes, f ∗(
I (N)) = 
I (M). Now we have that
pI (M) = 〈	I (M), [M]〉 = 〈f ∗(	I (N)), [M]〉
= ± 〈	I (N), f∗([M])〉 = ±〈	I (N), deg(f ) · [N ]〉
= ± deg(f ) · 〈	I (N), [N ]〉 = ± deg(f ) · pI (N).
And the argument for part (b) of the lemma is identical. 
Note that, from the discussion above, we have associated to any closed locally symmetric
space Mn a diagram:
Mn
f←− M¯n t−→MU ,
where M¯n is a ﬁnite cover, MU is the non-negatively curved dual, and the maps in the
diagram are tangential. Since a covering map never has zero degree, Lemma 1 tells us that
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we can solve for the Pontrjagin numbers of Mn
pI (M
n) = deg(t)
deg(f )
· pI (MU).
Of course, if we are trying to relate the vanishing/non-vanishing of Pontrjagin numbers
of Mn with those of MU , it is crucial to know when deg(t) = 0. Conceivably if deg(t)= 0,
one could have non-zero Pontrjagin numbers forMU , but with the corresponding Pontrjagin
number for Mn equal to zero. That this does not occur is the content of the next Lemma:
Lemma 2. If t has degree zero, then the Pontrjagin numbers pI (MU) are all equal to zero.
Proof. We start by noting that Okun ([9, Corollary 6.5]) showed that if GU and K have
equal rank, then t has non-zero degree. Hence if deg(t)=0, we must have rk(GU)> rk(K).
Recall that the toral rank of a compact manifold N, denoted by trk(N), is the largest
dimension of a torus that has a smooth, rationally-free action on N (where an action is
rationally-free provided all point stabilizers are ﬁnite). Now Allday–Halperin [10] have
shown that trk(GU/K)= rk(GU)− rk(K), hence if deg(t)= 0, we have that trk(MU)> 0.
But Conner–Raymond [11] have shown that if N is a compact manifold with trk(N)> 0,
then all the Pontrjagin numbers ofN are equal to zero.Applying their result toMU completes
the proof. 
For completeness, we point out that by a result of Papadima [12], for the homogenous
space MU = GU/K , we have that the toral rank of MU is zero if and only if the Euler
characteristic of MU is non-zero. Hence to verify that the map t has non-zero degree, it is
sufﬁcient to verify that the Euler characteristic of MU is non-zero. Combining the previous
two Lemmas, we obtain the immediate:
Theorem A (Hirzebruch proportionality principle). Let Mn be a non-positively curved
closed locally symmetric space, and let MU be the non-negatively curved dual. Then
pI (M
n) = 0 if and only if pI (MU) = 0. Furthermore, the ratio of these Pontrjagin
numbers is a constant that depends solely on Mn.
We refer to Helgason [7] for the classiﬁcation of the irreducible non-positively curved
symmetric spaces, as well as for the notation used in our discussion. Amongst the classical
families, we have
Corollary 1. LetMn be a closed irreducible locally symmetric space, and assume thatMn
is locally modelled on one of the following:
(1) SL(n,R)/SO(n);
(2) SU∗(2n)/Sp(n);
(3) SO0(p, q)/SO(p) × SO(q) where p and q are both odd;
(4) an irreducible globally symmetric spaces of Type IV, see pp. 515–516 in [7].
Then Mn has all Pontrjagin numbers equal to zero.
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Proof of Corollary 1. An explicit computation shows that amongst the non-positively
curved symmetric spaces, those mentioned in Corollary 1, are precisely the ones hav-
ing rk(GU)> rk(K), and hence from the discussion above the corresponding Mn have all
Pontrjagin numbers equal to zero.
Remark. The remaining families of non-positively curved locally symmetric spaces could
conceivably have non-vanishing Pontrjagin numbers. Since the procedure for calculat-
ing the Pontrjagin numbers of the non-negatively curved duals is well established (see
Borel–Hirzebruch [13]), and in view of TheoremA, one could in principle ﬁnd out which of
these spaces actually have a non-vanishing Pontrjagin number. As this procedure is primar-
ily combinatorial in nature, we leave the precise computations to the interested reader, and
content ourselves with computing them for the negatively curved locally symmetric spaces.
In the process, we also discuss the exceptional locally symmetric space F4(−20)/Spin(9)
giving rise to Cayley hyperbolic manifolds.
Corollary 2. Let Mn be a compact orientable manifold, and assume that one of the
following holds:
(1) Mn is real hyperbolic;
(2) Mn is complex hyperbolic, and n = 4k + 2;
(3) Mn is quaternionic hyperbolic, and n = 8k + 4.
Then Mn has a ﬁnite cover that bounds. In the ﬁrst two cases, there is a ﬁnite cover that
bounds orientably (and hence Mn has all Pontrjagin numbers equal to zero).
Corollary 3. Let Mn be a compact orientable manifold, and assume that one of the
following holds:
(1) Mn is Cayley hyperbolic (so n = 16);
(2) Mn is complex hyperbolic, and n = 4k;
(3) Mn is quaternionic hyperbolic of dimension at least 8.
Then Mn has some non-zero Pontrjagin numbers, and hence no ﬁnite cover can
bound orientably. Furthermore, in the case (2), we have that all Pontrjagin numbers are
non-zero.
Since the arguments are closely related, we simultaneously prove both corollaries.
Proof of Corollaries 2 and 3. We note that for the negatively curved symmetric spaces,
the duals are easy to compute. Indeed we have that:
• the dual to real hyperbolic space is the sphere,
• the dual to complex hyperbolic space is complex projective space,
• the dual to quaternionic hyperbolic space is quaternionic projective space,
• the dual to Cayley hyperbolic space is the Cayley projective plane.
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Since the characteristic classes of the duals are well known, we can apply Lemmas 1 and
2 in each case to obtain information on the negatively curved locally symmetric spaces. M¯n
will always denote the ﬁnite cover that supports a tangential map to the positively curved
dual. The various cases are:
Mn is real hyperbolic: Since the sphere bounds orientably, all its characteristic numbers
(both Stiefel–Whitney and Pontrjagin) are zero. Applying Lemma 1, we see that all the
characteristic numbers of M¯n are zero. By a result of Wall [14], this is equivalent to M¯n
bounding orientably, giving (1) of Corollary 2.
M2n is complex hyperbolic: Then its dual space is the complex projective space CPn,
which is a 2n-dimensional real manifold. We now have two cases:
(A) If n = 2k, then the Pontrjagin numbers are all non-zero [6, p. 185], hence from
Theorem A, the same holds for M2n.
(B) If n=2k+1, thenCPn bounds orientably [6, p. 186].Arguing as in the real hyperbolic
case, we see that M¯n bounds orientably.
This gives us (2) of Corollaries 2 and 3.
M4n is quaternionic hyperbolic: Then its dual space is the quaternionic projective space
OPn, which is a 4n-dimensional real manifold. We again have two cases:
(A) If n= 2k+ 1, then OPn bounds, and hence has vanishing Stiefel–Whitney numbers.
By Lemma 1, the same holds for M¯2n, giving (3) of Corollary 2.
(B) In general, the total Pontrjagin class of OPn is given by (1 + u)2n+2(1 + 4u)−1,
where u ∈ H 4(OPn) is a generator for the truncated polynomial ring H ∗(OPn). Since
the coefﬁcient of u in the power series expansion equals 2n− 2, we see that the Pontrjagin
number pn1 (MU) is equal to (2n − 2)n. So provided n2, we can apply Theorem A to
obtain (3) of Corollary 3.
M16 is Cayley hyperbolic: Then its dual space is the Cayley projective plane CayP 2. The
Cayley plane has two non-vanishing Pontrjagin numbers:p22[CayP 2]=36 andp4[CayP 2]=
39 (see Borel–Hirzebruch [13, pp. 535–536]). Applying Theorem A, we get that M¯16 has
non-vanishing Pontrjagin numbers. This deals with case (1) of Corollary 3, and hence
completes the proof of the corollaries. 
Remark. We note that information on the Stiefel–Whitney numbers of the rank one locally
symmetric spaces is much harder to obtain. Indeed, anytime the degree of one of the two
maps f, t is even, there is a potential loss of information.
Corollary 4. IfMn is a manifold supporting a metric of constant sectional curvature, then
all of its Pontrjagin numbers are zero.
Proof. The case of constant negative curvature has been dealt with above. In the remaining
two cases,Mn has a ﬁnite cover that bounds orientably (either a sphere, or a torus, depending
on curvature). The corollary follows. 
Remark. Recall that Farrell–Jones have constructed exotic smooth structures on cer-
tain closed hyperbolic manifolds, and have shown that these manifolds support Rieman-
nian metrics of negative curvature [15]. There results were subsequently extended by
various authors to providing exotic smooth structures on a variety of different locally
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symmetric spaces, see for instance [16–20]. Observe that while the Pontrjagin classes are
smooth invariants, the rational Pontrjagin classes are topological invariants, by a cele-
brated result of Novikov [21]. Since the Pontrjagin numbers of a manifold only depend
on the rational Pontrjagin classes (i.e. the torsion part of the Pontrjagin classes do not
inﬂuence the Pontrjagin numbers), the discussion in Corollaries 2 and 3 gives us van-
ishing (or non-vanishing) results for the Pontrjagin numbers of these exotic manifolds
as well.
4. Characteristic numbers of the Gromov–Thurstonexamples
Deﬁnition. Let X be an oriented differentiable manifold (with or without boundary) on
which the cyclic group Zk acts semifreely by orientation-preserving diffeomorphisms with
ﬁxed set a codimension two submanifold Y (an action is semifree if every point is either
ﬁxed, or has trivial stabilizer). Denote the quotient space by X′ := X/Zk , and the canon-
ical projection map by : X → X′. Let Y be the ﬁxed set of the action on X, and note
that  : Y → Y ′ is a diffeomorphism. Observe that X′ is a manifold. We say that X
is an oriented cyclic ramiﬁed cover of X′, of order k, ramiﬁed over Y ′. If Y ′ bounds a
smooth embedded codimension one submanifold in X′, we say that the ramiﬁed covering
is nice.
Remark. If a ramiﬁed covering is nice, then it is particularly easy to describe it. Indeed,
let N ⊂ X′ be the codimension one embedded submanifold satisfying N = Y ′. Then the
pre-image of N in the ramiﬁed cover X will consist of multiple (embedded) copies of N
which all coincide along their boundary (which will equal Y). Cutting X open along the
pre-images of N will yield k homeomorphic copies of X′ −N . Now consider the space with
boundary the double DN of N, obtained by cutting open X′ along N. Then X is obtained
by taking k copies of this space, X1, . . . Xk , and for each space, cyclically gluing X+i to
X−i+1, where X
±
i denotes the two copies of N in Xi = DN.
Proposition. Assume that Mn bounds, and that p : M¯n → Mn is an oriented cyclic
ramiﬁed cover of Mn (ramiﬁed over Nn−2). If the covering is nice, then M¯n also bounds.
If Mn bounds orientably, then so does M¯n.
Proof. Let Mn = Ln+1, and note that since the ramiﬁed covering is nice, there exists a
smoothly embedded Kn−10 ⊂ Mn satisfying Kn−10 = Nn−2. Since Mn is collarable in
Ln+1, there is a manifold Kn−1 ⊆ Ln+1 of dimension n − 1 with the properties:
• Kn−1 ∩ Ln+1 = Nn−2 = Kn−10 ,
• Kn−1 and Kn−10 are cobordant in Ln+1,
• the cobordism Wn is an embedded submanifold satisfying Wn ∩ Mn = Kn−10 .
Indeed, homotoping Kn−10 (relative Kn−10 =Nn−2) into a collared neighborhood of Mn
in Ln+1 gives both Kn−1, and the manifold Wn (the image of the homotopy, which we
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can assume to have no self-intersections). Now note that Kn−1 ⊆ Ln+1 is a codimension
two submanifold which bounds Wn. Hence we can take the i-ramiﬁed covering of Ln+1
over Kn−1 (see the remark preceding this Proposition). But note that on Ln+1 =Mn, this
ramiﬁed covering yields M¯n. Hence if L¯n+1 is the covering, we have L¯n+1 = M¯n. Finally,
we note that if Ln+1 is orientable, then so is the ramiﬁed covering L¯n+1. 
Corollary 5 (Rohlin’s Theorem). Let M be a closed, orientable, 3-dimensional manifold.
Then M bounds orientably.
Proof. It is awell known result (due independently toHilden [22] andMontesinos [23]) that
every closed orientable 3-manifold is a ramiﬁed covering of the 3-dimensional sphere S3
along a knot. Since every knot in S3 bounds a compact embedded surface (a Seifert surface
for the knot), this ramiﬁed cover is nice. Since S3 bounds orientably, the proposition gives
us the claim. 
Remark. Corollary 5 was ﬁrst established by Rohlin [5]. It also follows easily from the
subsequent results of Thom and Wall: the Pontrjagin numbers are automatically zero,
since M is 3-dimensional. As for the Stiefel–Whitney numbers, there are only three of
them to consider: s31 , s21s2, and s3. Note that since M is orientable, s1 = 0, so the ﬁrst
two numbers vanish. As for s3, it is just the mod 2 reduction of the Euler characteris-
tic, which has to be zero as we are in odd dimension. Applying Wall’s theorem [14], we
get that M must bound orientably. The advantage of our approach is that the bounding
manifold can be seen explicitly, and we avoid appealing to the sophisticated results of
Thom and Wall.
Theorem B. Let N be a Gromov–Thurston non-positively curved manifold. Then N has a
ﬁnite cover that bounds orientably (and hence all Pontrjagin numbers of N are zero).
Proof of Theorem B. Let M be a real hyperbolic manifold and N be a Gromov–Thurston
non-positively curved manifold obtained as a ramiﬁed covering of M. From Corollary 2, M
has a ﬁnite cover M¯ that bounds orientably. We claim that there is a space N¯ yielding the
commutative diagram:
where ¯ is a covering map and ¯ is a ramiﬁed covering (and  is the original ramiﬁed
covering,  the original covering).
In order to see this, we make the following general observation: assume that Xn−2 is
a smooth embedded codimension two submanifold in Yn, and let W ⊂ Yn be a closed
tubular neighborhood of Xn−2. Note that W is a D2-bundle over Xn−2, and hence that W
is an S1-bundle over Xn−2. Now let Y ′ ⊂ Yn be the manifold with boundary obtained by
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removing the interior of W from Yn, and assume that Y¯ ′ → Y ′ is a covering map. Then we
have:
(1) the covering map f : Y¯ ′ → Y ′ extends to a covering f¯ : Y¯ → Y if and only if, for each
ﬁber F of the bundle S1 → W → Xn−2, we have that f−1(F ) consists of deg(f )
disjoint copies of S1.
(2) the covering map f : Y¯ ′ → Y ′ extends to a ramiﬁed covering f¯ : Y¯ → Y of degree
deg(f ) over Xn−2 if and only if, for each ﬁber F of the bundle S1 → W → Xn−2,
we have that f−1(F ) is connected.
Indeed, one direction of the implications is immediate, since a covering (respectively,
a ramiﬁed covering over Xn−2) exhibits precisely the aforementioned behavior on the
boundary of a regular neighborhood. Conversely, assume that we have a covering map
f : Y¯ ′ → Y ′ satisfying one of the above properties. Then note that the pre-image
f−1(W) naturally inherits a smooth foliation with S1 leaves. Now consider the space
W¯ obtained by smoothly gluing in D2’s along their boundary to the leaves. Observe that
this can be done, since the foliation on f−1(W) is the lift of a ﬁbration, and hence is
locally a product. Finally, form the space Y¯ by gluing Y¯ ′ with W¯ along their common
boundary.
Now in case (1) above, we immediately get that the covering map f extends to a covering
map f¯ , by simply extending linearly along each D2. In case (2), we again extend linearly,
but this time also extend the action of Zdeg(f ) (by deck transformations) from each S1 to
each D2. Note that this gives a smooth Zdeg(f ) action on Y¯ , whose ﬁxed point set maps
diffeomorphically to the original Xn−2.
Now in the setting we have, proceed as follows: if Kn−2 is the codimension two sub-
manifold of Mn that is being ramiﬁed over, then let W be a closed tubular neighborhood
of K, W0 it’s interior. Note that  is an actual covering, when restricted to the preimage of
M−W0 (as we are throwing away a neighborhood of the set where the ramiﬁcation occurs).
Consider the commutative diagram:
where M ′ is the pullback of the covering maps. By commutativity of the diagram, we see
that the covering M ′ → −1(M − W0) satisﬁes (2) from our discussion above, while
the covering M ′ → −1(M − W0) satisﬁes (1) from the discussion above. In particular,
extending M ′ as above, we obtain a space N¯ which is simultaneously a ramiﬁed covering
of M¯ , and an actual covering of N, as desired.
Finally, we note that the ramiﬁed covering ¯ : N¯ → M¯ is nice. Indeed, in the Gromov
–Thurston construction, the ramiﬁed covering  : N → M is nice, so we have that
Kn−2 = Ln−1 for a smooth, embedded codimension one manifold with boundary. But
we have that the map ¯ is ramiﬁed over −1(Kn−2), which clearly bounds the smooth,
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embedded codimension one submanifold −1(Ln−1). This conﬁrms that ¯ is nice, and
since M¯ bounds orientably, applying the Proposition, we see that N¯ bounds orientably as
well. This completes the proof of Theorem B. 
Remark. A related (unpublished) result is contained in the thesis of Ardanza–Trevijano
Moras [24], and asserts that for the Gromov–Thurston ramiﬁed coverings, the individual
Pontrjagin classes vanish. We note that while our approach does not give vanishing of
individual classes, it does give vanishing of the Stiefel–Whitney numbers on a ﬁnite cover
(which does not follow from the approach in [24]).
5. Geometric applications
As is well known, characteristic numbers provide obstructions to a wide range of topo-
logical problems. To mention but a few, if Mn has a non-zero Pontrjagin number, then
(1) no ﬁnite cover of Mn bounds orientably.
(2) Mn has no orientation reversing self-diffeomorphism.
(3) Mn does not support an almost quaternionic structure [25].
From Corollary 3, we immediately get these properties for the rank one locally symmetric
manifolds that are either complex hyperbolic (with n = 4k), quaternionic hyperbolic with
n8 or Cayley hyperbolic.
Our next application involves estimating the size of the cover that supports a tangential
map to the dual space
Corollary 6. Let M4n be a compact orientable manifold which is locally symmetric. For
each partition I = i1, i2, . . . , ir of n, let pI (M4n) (respectively, pI (MU)) denote the Ith
Pontrjagin number of M4n (respectively, of the dual MU ). Note that if pI (MU) = 0, then
we also have that pI (M4n) = 0 (from Lemma 2). Deﬁne
(M4n) = LCMI {LCM(pI (M4n), pI (MU))/pI (M4n)},
where LCM denotes least common multiple, and the outer LCM is over all partitions I of
n for which pI (M4n) = 0. If M¯4n −→ M4n is a degree d cover having a tangential map
M¯4n −→ MU , then (M4n) divides d.
Proof. Let r be the degree of the tangential map M¯4n −→ MU . Then for each I, we
have that d · pI (M4n) = r · pI (MU). This implies that d · pI (M4n) is a multiple of
LCM(pI (M4n), pI (MU)). Hence for each I, we see that d is a multiple of LCM(pI
(M4n), pI (MU))/pI (M4n). This forces d to be a multiple of their least common multi-
ple. Therefore d is a multiple of (M4n). 
Remark. The argument for the last corollary applies equally well to give an identical
estimate for the degree of the tangential map from M¯n to MU . Part of our interest in the
covering map (rather than the tangential map), stems from the following
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Corollary 7. Let G/K be an non-positively curved, irreducible, symmetric space, and
assume the dimension of G/K is divisible by 4. Let  be a torsion free subgroup of G,
and denote by \G/K =: M4n the associated locally symmetric space. Consider the ﬂat
principal bundle G/K×G −→ M4n, and extend its structure group to the group GC . The
bundle naturally deﬁnes a homomorphism  :  −→ GC ⊂ GL(k,C) (for some suitable k).
LetA ⊆ C be any subring ofC, ﬁnitely generated,with the property that () ⊆ GL(k,A),
and let m1, m2 be any pair of maximal ideals in A with the property that the ﬁnite ﬁelds
A/m1 and A/m2 have distinct characteristics. Then (M4n) divides the cardinality of the
ﬁnite group GL(2k + 1, A/m1) × GL(2k + 1, A/m2).
Proof. Given such a subring and a pair of maximal ideals, Deligne and Sullivan [26] exhibit
a ﬁnite cover M¯4n of M4n having the property that:
(1) the pullback bundle to M¯4n is trivial,
(2) the degree of the cover divides |GL(2k + 1, A/m1) × GL(2k + 1, A/m1)|.
But Okun shows ([9], Proof of Theorem 5.1), that there is a tangential map from M¯4n to
MU , hence applying Corollary 6 completes our proof. 
Remark. The previous corollary tells us that, in some sense, the complexity of the repre-
sentation  → GC ⊂ GL(k,C) can be estimated from below in terms of the Pontrjagin
numbers of the quotient \G/K .
6. Some open questions
There remain a few interesting questions along the line of inquiry we are considering.
For starters, Okun has provided sufﬁcient conditions for establishing non-zero degree of
the tangential map he constructs. One can ask the:
Question:Are there exampleswhereOkun’s tangentialmap has zero degree? In particular,
if one has a locally symmetric space modelled on SL(n,R)/SO(n), does the tangential map
to the dual SU(n)/SO(n) have non-zero degree?
Question: Is there an analogous construction of a tangential map in the case where M is
a non-compact, ﬁnite volume, locally symmetric space?
Of course, the interest in the special case of SL(n,R)/SO(n) is due to the “universality”
of this example: every other locally symmetric space of non-positive curvature iso-
metrically embedds in a space modelled on SL(n,R)/SO(n). Now note that while the
relationship between the cohomologies of Mn and MU (with real coefﬁcients) is well
understood (and has been much studied) since the work of Matsushima [27], virtually
nothing is known about the relationship between the cohomologies with other coefﬁcients.
One can ask:
Question: If t : Mn → MU is the tangential map, what can one say about the induced
map t∗ : H ∗(MU,Zp) → H ∗(Mn,Zp)?
In particular, the case where p = 2 would be of some particular interest, as the Stiefel
–Whitney classes lie in these cohomology groups. Finally, we point out that there are other
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classes of non-positively curved Riemannian manifolds, arising from Schroeder’s cusp
closing construction ([28,29]), doubling constructions, and related techniques.
Question: Compute the characteristic classes and/or the characteristic numbers for the
remaining known examples of non-positively curved Riemannian manifolds.
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